
BROADBAND
COLLECTION



Energetic and optimistic, Phifer’s Energetic and optimistic, Phifer’s 
Broadband collection pulls from Broadband collection pulls from 
the modern world of technological the modern world of technological 
influences to promote a maximalist influences to promote a maximalist 
attitude leading to daring and bold attitude leading to daring and bold 
color choices. Luminous and futuristic color choices. Luminous and futuristic 
hues promote activity and recreation hues promote activity and recreation 
as cool toned neutrals fuse the as cool toned neutrals fuse the 
connection between advancement connection between advancement 
and modernity. In a forward-thinking and modernity. In a forward-thinking 
world, this color group is progressive world, this color group is progressive 
and cultivates contemporary and cultivates contemporary 
environments perfect for fresh, environments perfect for fresh, 
meaningful conversation while meaningful conversation while 
stimulating a growth for ingenuity. stimulating a growth for ingenuity. 

Broadband



LIQ STOCK
Pacific

12867-1 
Linen Coral

KBZ STOCK
Straw Mat Melon

LFM STOCK
Vibe Aqua

12835-1 
Dupioni Leaf

ZCA STOCK
Linen Charcoal

XUP STOCK 
Metallica Platinum

12833-4 
Dupioni Parrot

LIR STOCK 
Breeze
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REVIVE
COLLECTION



Inspired by the need to restore and Inspired by the need to restore and 
renew, Phifer’s Revive Collection renew, Phifer’s Revive Collection 
takes an updated, modern takes an updated, modern 
approach to vintage hues and approach to vintage hues and 
patterns of the 80’s. Pulling from patterns of the 80’s. Pulling from 
nature’s landscapes, Revive creates nature’s landscapes, Revive creates 
awareness and compassion for the awareness and compassion for the 
earth. Traditional creamy and earthy earth. Traditional creamy and earthy 
tones are paired with glowing retro tones are paired with glowing retro 
pastels for an authentic feel, stripping pastels for an authentic feel, stripping 
back to honesty and a simpler time. back to honesty and a simpler time. 
The blending of neutrals and color The blending of neutrals and color 
pops not only perk up spaces, but pops not only perk up spaces, but 
lift spirits for effortless optimism. lift spirits for effortless optimism. 
Refreshing and relatable, these Refreshing and relatable, these 
fabrics motivate us to breathe in life fabrics motivate us to breathe in life 
and exhale our truths, letting us be and exhale our truths, letting us be 
ourselves and dream.ourselves and dream.

Revive



12833-5 
Dupioni Chile 

Ice Blue

12465-4 
Rock Solid Lagoon

L96 STOCK 
Dupioni Sapphire

11196-1 
Arctic Linen

12833-7
Dupioni Aquamarine

12865-1 
Linen Cornflower

12832-1 
Dupioni Eucalyptus

12833-6 
Dupioni Chamomile

NCE STOCK 
Dupioni Brindle
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SYMPHONY
COLLECTION



SYMPHONY

Calm, gracious and balanced, Calm, gracious and balanced, 
Phifer’s Symphony Collection Phifer’s Symphony Collection 
takes gradient color moving gently takes gradient color moving gently 
from deep and serious shades from deep and serious shades 
to soft and airy tints. Inspired to soft and airy tints. Inspired 
by Scandinavian simplicity and by Scandinavian simplicity and 
Japanese elegance, warm neutrals Japanese elegance, warm neutrals 
mix with antiseptic blues and mix with antiseptic blues and 
moody grays for a stylish, serene moody grays for a stylish, serene 
and sophisticated environment. and sophisticated environment. 
Through juxtaposition of contrasting Through juxtaposition of contrasting 
elements, Symphony blends elements, Symphony blends 
together for a melodic ambience. together for a melodic ambience. 
Here is where harmonious, Here is where harmonious, 
atmospheric colors play up the atmospheric colors play up the 
beauty in simplicity, giving way to beauty in simplicity, giving way to 
focus and clear-mindedness.focus and clear-mindedness.

Symphony



12835-4 
Dupioni Steel Grey

12867-4 
Linen Sage

12834-2 
Dupioni Blue Mint

12465-1 
Rock Solid  
Zinc Oyster

XXG STOCK
Metallica Smoke

12867-3 
Linen Slate

12834-1 
Dupioni 

Oyster Cream

12832-2 
Dupioni Nutter Butter

12835-3 
Dupioni Mushroom
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WORLDHOOD
COLLECTION



WORLDHOOD
COLLECTION

Phifer’s Worldhood Collection Phifer’s Worldhood Collection 
takes inspiration from around takes inspiration from around 
the globe to infuse warm and the globe to infuse warm and 
cozy colors that reflect heritage, cozy colors that reflect heritage, 
tradition and passage. Tones from tradition and passage. Tones from 
handmade pottery, baked clay handmade pottery, baked clay 
and approachable sunset shades and approachable sunset shades 
fuse together to create a palette fuse together to create a palette 
that is the impetus for acceptance that is the impetus for acceptance 
and change. The merging of lines and change. The merging of lines 
between urban and rural give way between urban and rural give way 
to global awareness and incline to global awareness and incline 
the mindset to shift from me to the mindset to shift from me to 
we. As the world progresses we. As the world progresses 
into togetherness, these fabrics into togetherness, these fabrics 
celebrate what makes us different celebrate what makes us different 
but alike. but alike. 

Worldhood



12832-3 
Dupioni Burnt Coral

12868-7 
Rock Solid  
Citrus Pearl

12834-3 
Dupioni Peach Puree

11750-5 
Rock Solid 

Oyster Mushroom

12832-7 
Dupioni Sweet Potato

12867-2 
Linen Cayenne 

Claret

12834-5 
Dupioni Papyrus

12832-5 
Dupioni Moccasin

12835-5 
Dupioni Dusty Coral
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